Apply your academic background in chemical engineering, mechanical engineering, economics or physics.

Train in advanced aspects of petroleum engineering and prevailing work-flow concepts.

Interpret, synthesise and present engineering data.

Combine technical industry knowledge and practical applications.

www.imperial.ac.uk/earth-science/prosp_students

Petroleum Engineering MSc, Imperial College London
The Department of Earth Science and Engineering is one of the world’s leading centres that combines the study of geoscience and engineering. We offer Master’s courses in:

- MSc Petroleum Engineering
- MSc Petroleum Geoscience
- MSc Metals and Energy Finance
- MSc Applied Computational Science and Engineering

Department of Earth Science and Engineering
Imperial College London [www.ese.ic.ac.uk](http://www.ese.ic.ac.uk)

Postgraduate Education Manager, Samantha Symmonds
sam.symmonds@imperial.ac.uk

Postgraduate Administrator, Thomas Dray
t.dray@imperial.ac.uk
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